Main complications of rotational atherectomy: a nursing point of view with 3-step protocol
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Rotational atherectomy (RA) is a type of percutaneous coronary intervention used to treat severely calcified coronary stenoses. While it offers a great therapeutic modality for complex coronary lesions, its complications could be devastating. Therefore, excellent theoretical knowledge of the possible complications and subsequent therapeutic approach by the entire interventional team is crucial for the successful procedure.¹⁻³

Here we introduce our 3-step nursing protocol for the main RA complications:

1. Preventive phase: The prevention of complications relies on adequate communication of the interventional team, competent equipment preparation (including flushing drug cocktail) and device set-up. Attention to timely raise concerns using a well-established PACE method (Probe, Alert, Challenge, Emergency) if the patient safety issues are endangered is crucial. Preprocedural system testing using a well-established DRAW method, understanding of the optimal RA technique and the potential rotablator system failure, as well as cautious ECG/angiogram monitoring is of high importance.

2. Emergency management phase: Supportive atmosphere, teamwork and effective communication with a feedback loop is crucial for successful management of complications.
   - Slow flow phenomenon: venous access re-assessment; preparation of BP optimization therapy; assistance in continuous ECG and BP monitoring; anticipation of pharmacologic therapy administration
   - Coronary dissection: adequate RA equipment withdrawal; assistance in wire position maintenance; preparation of angioplasty balloon and stent panel
   - Coronary perforation: warn an interventional team if on-going anticoagulation therapy; preparation of BP optimization therapy; adequate RA equipment withdrawal; assistance in wire position maintenance; continuous angiographic re-assessment of the perforation; preparation of angioplasty balloon, cover stent and coil panel; anticipation of emergent pericardiocentesis.

3. Follow-up phase: Clear communication with the nurse colleagues using a well-established SBAR communication model (Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendation) – Reassessment of all procedural issues in the nursing reports including therapy and patient data.
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